An approach for accurate simulation of liquid mixing in a T-shaped micromixer.
In this paper, we propose a new computational method for efficient evaluation of the fluid mixing behaviour in a T-shaped micromixer with a rectangular cross section at high Schmidt number under steady state conditions. Our approach enables a low-cost high-quality simulation based on tracking of fluid particles for convective fluid mixing and posterior solving of a model of the species equation for molecular diffusion. The examined parameter range is Re = 1.33 × 10(-2) to 240 at Sc = 3600. The proposed method is shown to simulate well the mixing quality even in the engulfment regime, where the ordinary grid-based simulation is not able to obtain accurate solutions with affordable mesh sizes due to the numerical diffusion at high Sc. The obtained results agree well with a backward random-walk Monte Carlo simulation, by which the accuracy of the proposed method is verified. For further investigation of the characteristics of the proposed method, the Sc dependency is examined in a wide range of Sc from 10 to 3600 at Re = 200. The study reveals that the model discrepancy error emerges more significantly in the concentration distribution at lower Sc, while the resulting mixing quality is accurate over the entire range.